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This article was originally published online on 10 December 2009 without all of the authors’ corrections. In Sec. III B, the
first mathematical expression after Eq. 8 should have read, “x= R−b+ R−a / b−a.” In the Appendix, the sentence after
Eq. A6 should have read, “Finally, substitution of Eq. A4 into Eq. A3 gives the total optimal quadrature weights.” In the
caption of Fig. 5, the reference should have been set as a superscript to read, “…Dhont et al.28.” AIP apologizes for these
errors. In addition, the Appendix title was added to read, “APPENDIX: OPTIMIZED QUADRATURE WEIGHTS.”
All online versions of the article were corrected on 15 December 2009; the article was correct as it appeared in the printed
version of the journal.
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